
A coffeecup that stimulates parents of  long term 
hospitalized children to also think about themselves

5 times a day MOKKOP lights up with a warm 
yellow light. This subtle and comforting light is 
easy to ignore and reminds of the living room 
ambiance.

HOW MOKKOP WORKS

SIGNAL

PORCELAIN

FORM

This material was carefully choosen to support 
the though decision to take a break. It offers firm 
grip and a high quality feeling. In combination 
with the unglazed, light textured outside it offers 
support and comfort.

Also the form is selected in close cooperation with 
parents. The curved bottom has a comfortable 
fit in the hand and the extra weight integrated 
in this bottom part confirms to parents that they 
made the right decision.

‘It is quite easy to ignore the signal if you’re busy at that moment, but it stays in my head. Ah yes, it just 
went off so I should take some minutes for myself later on.’ - Mom of hospitalized boy of 11 years old

QUOTE PARENT

QUOTE PROFESSIONAL

Parents receive MOKKOP as a present 
from the hospital in the beginning of 
their child’s treatment. The hospital 
staff emphasizes the importance of  
taking care for themselves.

They can choose a cup with their 
favorite pattern and every time they 
check in their child for hospitalization, 
they get their personal cup at the 
reception desk.

Five times a day MOKKOP lights up 
to trigger the parent to think about 
that specific moment as a suitable 
leaving moment.

At that same moment one of the 
neighbours’ MOKKOP lights up. Getting 
to know the people they are surrounded 
by supports comfort and prevents 
isolation in the one-person rooms.

By: Josje van Beusekom (www.josjevanbeusekom.nl)    &

Follow the development of Mokkop on Twitter (Mokkop_nl) or on Mokkop.wordpress.com!

&

‘A great idea! Warm, bonding and comforting.’ - Marianne Naafs, manager VOKK


